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OPERATION LOCK & LOAD Part VII:
BLACKBELT
Ekklesia Strategies for Victory to Take Back America From Dark Forces and Prepare
Her to Fulfill Her God-Given National Destiny…
Prayer of Repentance:
Almighty Lord & King, we come before You with heavy hearts, and we cry out for
mercy. Father in Heaven, forgive us for squandering the blessings and wealth You
have bestowed upon our nation. Forgive us for not living up to the potential You have
placed within us. You created America for Your divine purposes, and we have greatly
fallen short of living up to Your expectations and plans for our great nation. Because of
our lack of stewardship and poor management of this nation, it has been infiltrated by
enemies who contaminated the land with idols and immorality. They seduced us to fall
away from You, to turn our backs on You. They lulled us into a deep slumber, and the
spirit of sleep has cast a spell of delusion and aimless drifting upon our nation. Our
people’s spirits have been crushed and broken. Our nation has been bleeding
profusely. We need You, great God, to stop the carnage. We need You to stop the
wanton wasting of Your people, of Your purposes, Your plans and Your vision for
America.
Father forgive us. Addiction has been at an all-time high. We have forsaken our
children. The jails have been overrun. Mental health has become a national crisis of epic
proportions. Suicide has become a pandemic. We have neglected our duties and
responsibilities of freedom for the benefits and comforts of slavery. We have allowed
the oppressor to think for us, to educate and raise our children, to formulate ungodly
curriculums while we idly stood back and allowed the oppressor to provide and plan
for us. We forsook accountability. We have left the children of America to be fathered
and mothered by satan’s hordes of hell. So many of our children are broken, depressed,
addicted, fornicating, full of self-hatred, self-rejection, self-loathing and self-sabotage.
They have been rebelliously serving satan. The mutilation is too much to bare. Our
children have been molested, raped, trafficked, brought up by the evil state foster
system. They have been dishonored, unloved, uncared for and utterly forsaken by us.
We have failed them. Oh God of mercy, forgive us. Forgive us and bless our children.
The need is greater than we can meet in the natural realm. We need Your wisdom,
Your Spirit, Your guidance, Your truth, Your Kingdom solutions. Help us access the
empowering dunamis grace that can lift us to do all the things we cannot do in our own
strength. Cause our hearts to align with Your heart for the children of America.
Father forgive us for operating in religion. For being all talk and no action on so many
occasions. Forgive us for all the times when we have been hearers only, and not doers of
Your Word.
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(PRAYER LEADERS: Instruct prayer warriors to take a minute and reflect. Please do not skip
this crucial step. EACH PERSON: Quietly ask Holy Spirit to reveal where each has missed the
mark.)

Lord, forgive us. We have pointed fingers at others and have acted religious, but have
not fully followed Your commandments in a spirit of humility, love and peace. Remove
the satanic triggers that hinder our anointing from fully flowing. Forgive us for the selfrighteousness that puffs us up. Remove the dark thoughts, remove the silent
complaining we do in our minds. Help us to appropriate the mind of Christ. You
called us to be a light. You called us to be faithful husbands, wives, fathers, mothers,
watchmen, warriors, and Kingdom Ambassadors to be compassionate, to speak up for
the fatherless, and to give to those in need, but we have been stubborn, arrogant,
insolent and indulgent. We have allowed the state to raise our children and to
indoctrinate them with idolatrous lies. We have walked in an iniquitous fashion before
You. Forgive us. We commit to taking back our children from the grips of satan.
Father, You created nations for a specific time and purpose. You created nations so that
men may seek You, find You and depend on You. You created nations so that we
would all be a kingdom of priests unto You. Mighty Lord and King, we know that the
nations that do not serve You, that do not represent You, that have wicked laws and
legislation, these nations will be wiped from the earth by You.
Forgive us Lord for our nation has not fully served and represented Your Kingdom
laws, values, culture, language, moral standards, respect and commitment to unity.
Instead, we have been complacent, apathetic and lethargic in the face of our national
purpose. We stood idly by watching our crumbling national vision, crumbling national
moral code, crumbling national divine reference to You as our Higher Power,
crumbling value system, social consciousness, and a crumbling national spirit of love
and respect for one another.
When foreigners come to our nation, they have seen the morally corrupt standards of
Broadway, Hollywood and the mainstream media’s marketing everywhere. Our
people, youth, businesses, culture and values have exhibited debauchery, perversion,
violence, waste, consumption, gluttony, pride, rebellion and dishonor. You created this
nation so that when people see it, they see God, so that when people come to America,
they feel the presence of God. You created America so that our policies, legislation and
culture would reflect You to a world in desperate need of salvation and deliverance.
Forgive us for falling short of Your purpose for this nation. Forgive us for not only
allowing the idols, but for giving them room in our hearts, minds, homes and families,
to steal away Your presence, Your Spirit, Your anointing and Your light from us, for we
are Your chosen ones called to be carriers of Your Spirit, anointing, truth, life and light.
Forgive us. We cry out to You for mercy.
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We have almost completely missed the timing for America…the timing that You
designated for this nation to disciple the nations and preach the gospel of Your
Kingdom in all the earth. How, oh how can we be on schedule with Your will, when
we have fallen into so great a sleep, and our own nation lies in waste and devastation?
We take full responsibility for the state and condition of our nation now, and again we
humbly ask for Your forgiveness.
Save us oh Lord our God. Gather us from the lies, the schemes, the idols, the traditions,
the callousness of our hearts and minds, and the icy condition of our hearts toward You
and Your great and wonderful heart for all of creation. We have stayed silent and have
not fought for Your name in the schools, for abortion to be vanquished, for gay
marriage to be forbidden. We allowed prayer to be eradicated from the schools, for
Your name to taken out of our government buildings and from being used on the air
waves, through tv waves, from the entire spectrum of sound and light. We stood by
and shook our heads, yet we did not stop or reverse these atrocities.
We may have even made an open show of our disapproval, but we did not operate in
the fullness of the Kingdom authority You have bestowed upon us. We waited on You,
like spoiled children in the wilderness, instead of growing up and believing that You
did give us dominion, and authority, and the keys to the Kingdom of God. We have
mismanaged the keys, dominion and authority. Forgive us for coming into agreement
with the lies of the oppressor that have caused us to operate with dull hearts that have
lacked zeal for Your life sustaining ways. We have been captivated by the benefits of
slavery, so much so, that we stopped longing for the responsibilities associated with
freedom. Deliver us and restore in us a rightful spirit, a warrior mentality that will
press forward into Canaan and will face every giant with bold, fearless faith in You.
We have wasted valuable time and precious potential by living by the world’s systems
and way of doing life, instead of Your way. We have been riddled with debt so that we
could not concentrate on developing the talents and gifts You have given us. We have
not built wealth so that we would be prepared for the times of crisis. Instead when
crisis came, we initially reacted with fear and trepidation, instead of being bold as lions.
Forgive us Father. We commit to You that we shall arise in the fullness of who You
made us to be to appropriate Your Kingdom. We will seek Your Spirit of Leadership
and we will learn to operate in a spirit of excellence, stewarding all You have placed
within our care to manage and multiply for Your glory.
We ask You to reveal Your heart to us, and give each of us a measure to carry Your
heart into our spheres of influence, and everywhere You call us to go; and also so that
we can always govern and rule according to Your perfect will on earth as it is in
Heaven. Your heart is love and it never fails. Empower us to carry the Victory found in
Your perfect Love into all of the earth.
Father, thank You for listening to our heart’s cry. By faith in the shed blood of our
Messiah, we know that You are faithful and just to forgive us of all sins and to cleanse
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us of all unrighteousness. We receive Your forgiveness and cleansing. We thank You
for it. We apply the shed blood of Christ to our hearts and minds. We breathe out all
heaviness, and we shake off any thoughts of condemnation or shame. By faith, we
receive Your Spirit, Your heart, Your love and Your empowerment to fulfill our Godgiven purposes as Your called and sent ones.
And so, we firmly attach our breastplates of righteousness, and in the righteousness of
Christ, we come together boldly as lions to Your throne, seated in Christ, in Your Holy
reverent presence, grabbing forcibly the keys to the Kingdom of Heaven, as co-laborers
with Christ, we appropriate our God-given dominion and authority as Your Ekklesia,
and we hereby decree:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Let all God-hating soul ties and roots of communism within America be
immediately uncovered, exposed, uprooted and annihilated in Yeshua’s name.
Let God’s perfect law and righteous justice come forth! We call forth a new era of
godly laws and justice to permeate the nations. Let a new crown and mantle rest
upon the Body of Christ, and Your glorious Bride. Let the mantle of Esther come
forth executing divine justice into every state. Let every Vashti be dethroned and
let media’s strife and division cease now. We declare the end of division within
the USA.
Let the Breaker go forth and smash into pieces all the effects of oppression from
the people of America. Let irresponsibility be shattered to dust. Let hatred for
hard work be shattered to dust. Let the lack of creativity be shattered to dust. Let
the lack of initiative be shattered to dust. Let all low self-esteem and poor selfconcept be shattered to dust.
Let the truth of who people are in Christ be fully realized within the Ekklesia,
and within America and expand into the nations of the world. We bind, rebuke
and forbid all spirits of laziness, fear, selfishness and distrust from ruling within
the hearts and minds of this nation ever again.
We bind, rebuke and forbid every spirit of slavery, addiction, suicide, depression
and death from America’s people. We bind, rebuke and forbid all orphan spirits,
and all unloving spirits of self-hatred, self-rejection, self-abandonment, selfmutilation, self-unforgiveness, and self-sabotage. We loose the spirit of adoption,
significance, love, acceptance and nurture upon the people of this nation.
God of Shalom, crush satan and his forces under our feet. Bring us into maturity,
to think, understand, speak and act as mature sons of the Living God, Your
nation of priests and kings, for Your glory. We ask this in the name of Yeshua.
Let the spirit of leadership, accountability, responsibility and freedom be loosed
upon this nation, with wisdom and righteousness.
Let the healing balm of Gilead be placed upon every broken heart, every bitter
soul, over every worried, weary wounded one who needs hope to lift them up.
Heal your people Lord God. Spirit of the Living God, pour out the oil of healing.
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Pour out the oil of gladness. Restore the souls of each person in the nation.
Restore the heart and soul of America.
We declare: Soul of America be restored. It is well with your soul. It is well with
your soul.
Let the nation of America align its laws, language, values, culture, moral
standards, respect, covenant, and commitment to unity with the Kingdom of
God.
We declare the rebuilding and restoration of America, on a firm foundation of
Yeshua, our chief cornerstone.
We speak life to America’s national purpose in Christ.
We command God’s national vision for America to be written in the hearts and
minds of every American.
We command a restructuring of America’s national moral code, national value
system, and national social consciousness. Our requirement of this great nation
is that America is obligated to refer all legal decisions over to God as our national
Divine reference. Let judges and legislators aligned with God’s Kingdom hold
every judicial and legislative office. We shall uphold this requirement to the best
of our ability in Christ.
Let a national spirit of love and mutual respect be restored within this nation.
Spirit of God breathe life into this nation, its heart and soul.
Let the prodigals receive wisdom and come home. Let revelation and
illumination fill their hearts, minds and wills. Father deliver each from
emotional abandonment, neglect, trauma and abuse. Heal their brains. Bring
them into maturity.
Let all arrested development and bewitchment be broken off the people of
America. We declare let the will of the American people be restored to strength.
Lord align their hearts to the sound of Your voice.
We loose identity in Christ and God-given purpose & destiny upon America and
upon every single person in the nation.
Let Kingdom building curriculums come forth to edify, encourage, empower,
equip and educate this nation to take and hold the Promise Land, to disciple
nations and advance the Kingdom of God into all the earth.
We declare judgment against all treason and domestic & foreign terrorism
against the United States of America. We decree let justice be served concerning
9/11, the killing of our ambassador in Benghazi, spygate, pizzagate, pedogate,
shadowgate, the assassination of seal team 6, Bill & Hillary Clinton’s corruption,
and assassinations, Obama’s corruption, the Biden family corruption, the
corruption and censorship operating within Big Tech, the corruption within Big
Pharma, covid, the corruption within the CIA, NSA, FBI, DOJ and all
government organizations, the corruption among the lobbyists, the Senators,
Congress, the judicial system, judges, law enforcement, legislators, DA’s the
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•
•
•
•
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•
•

violence, lawlessness and corruption of evil radicalized groups like the Sunrise
Movement, Momentum Community, Acorn, Antifa, Black Lives Matter, the DSA
(Democratic Socialists of America), (see past versions of Lock & Load) all
interactive internet activities (IIA) initiatives, the stealing of our freedom of
speech, the witchcraft control of the foster care and education systems, all Big
Brother activities from telecommunications companies and social media
platforms, Obama’s birth certificate, the stealing of countless elections
throughout this millennium, the deliberate use of chem trails, 5G, using harmful
ingredients in foods and drugs, the deluge of drugs coming into our nation, the
two-faced RINO’s, all Clinton and Pelosi fraud, the evil communist city council
members, town council members, mayors, recorders, governors, all groups and
individuals involved in the coup against President Trump, all who conspired to
take away our second amendment rights, forced vaccinations, mercury filled
vaccinations that gave our children autism, tetanus shots filled with thimersol
(mercury), Bill Gates evil depopulation agenda, Anthony Fauci’s evil corruption
and lies, George Soros’ diabolical financing & coordinating of corruption,
violence and lawlessness; the stealing and trafficking of children away from
parents and into a diabolical satanic worshipping foster care system, and all the
deep state crimes, known and unknown… We declare judgment and decree let
justice now be fully served. Let all deep state actors be exposed. We declare
judgment upon them and decree let justice be served now.
Let judgment come to George Soros, Bill Gates, Mark Mallock Brown, Anthony
Fauci, Barak Obama, Kamala Harris, Joe Biden, Cindy McCain, Hillary Clinton,
Gavin Newsom, AOC, Ilhan Ohmar, Nancy Pelosi, Lori Lightfoot, Chuck
Schumer, Andrew Cuomo, Bill De Blasio, and all mayors, governors, city council,
town council, all in the school boards, the halls of legislature, and the county
commission offices, and courts who are deep state operatives. Those in media
colluding with the deep state, all deep state players, all rinos and those in the
CIA, DOJ, and all other govt organizations with deep state agendas and
allegiances. We declare continued exposure of every last one of them. We
declare them fired from office. And we declare let justice come forth as we
pronounce them guilty.
Let the assets of all those guilty of treason and sedition be seized, including
everyone named above.
Let all of Bill Gates assets be seized.
Let all of George Soros’ assets be seized.
Let all of Anthony Fauci’s assets be seized.
Let Mark Mallock Brown’s assets be seized.
Let all of the DNC’s assets be seized.
Let all of facebook, twitter, paypal, mailchimp, tiktok, youtube and google’s
assets be seized. Let these platforms be given over to the righteous to manage.
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We decree all demonic communists are fired. Let the RINO’S be exposed. And
Let the RINO’S fall. You are all fired. Receive judgment and justice.
Let all governors and other government employees receiving kickbacks from
Smartmatic be exposed and receive justice.
Let all plans of Agenda 21, UN Agenda 21, the UN Sustainable Development
Goals, the New Green Deal, the Privy Council, and the 2030 Agenda be
uncovered, exposed and uprooted from America immediately. Let people
awaken to the reality of these wicked plots and let every Haman behind these
agendas hang on their own gallows.
Let all corruption, bribery and hidden allegiances within the FDA be uncovered,
exposed, uprooted and destroyed. Let all guilty parties receive judgment and
justice. We forbid the government or the food industry from making people sick
by allowing harmful chemicals, heavy metals, hormones, drugs, junk fillers and
toxic preservatives from being added to the foods and water. We forbid the
unholy alliance of the FDA, EPA, Big Pharma and the AMA. Let any and all
unholy alliances be uncovered, exposed, uprooted and destroyed. We forbid all
forms of greed from operating within this nation, and especially at the expense of
the health of our people. (“sick people pay more”). Furthermore, let the truth
about curing cancer come forth unhindered by satanic regulations. Let all those
jailed for revealing truth be set free and pardoned.
We forbid the social control of the people. We forbid the false prophets of media
from continuing to declare fear and control to the people. We cancel and break
the power of all their evil curses against the future of this nation, its president,
government, military, law enforcement and citizens.
We forbid all forms of pedophilia and all sex trafficking. Let any and all
companies that are conducting sex trafficking, and/or are complicit in the face of
sex trafficking receive judgment and let justice be served. Let all companies
guilty of sex and drug trafficking have their assets immediately seized.
We forbid drug trafficking in this nation. We declare all gates of entry closed to
all drug trafficking. We command angels to intercept all illegal drugs and all
non-medical marijuana being brought into this nation and eradicate these drugs.
Let all drug lords, drug dealers and pushers receive judgment and be served
justice now in King Yeshua’s name.
Let their assets be seized. We forbid all driving under the influence of any
coordination-impairing / brain-function impairing drugs. Let new legislation
come forth and let it be immediately enforced.
America belongs to Lord and King Yeshua, Messiah and Redeemer of mankind.
Therefore, let no life-threatening, addictive, harmful drugs or substances be
brought into this nation ever again.
Let China’s role in drug trafficking be completely known, uncovered, and
exposed. Let their communist influence be eradicated completely from the US.
Let their assets be seized.
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Let any and all spies and hackers for the CCP be immediately discovered. Let
them receive judgment and let justice be served. Let their assets be seized.
Let any and all sex and drug trafficking happening at our borders with Canada
and Mexico be immediately uncovered, exposed, uprooted, and destroyed. We
declare judgment and justice be served. Also, let their assets be seized.
We bind every spirit of slumber, deep sleep, drifting, mind control, delusion,
fantasy, escapism, cowardice, vagabond, and fear from the people of America.
We declare America awaken now from sleep. satan we forbid you from holding
the souls and the wills of Americans captive any longer. We command every
yoke, shackle, chain and fetter broken off the souls and wills of the American
people now in the mighty name of King Yeshua. Devil, let them go. We declare
souls be made whole. Weak wills receive strength. Let the will of the people be
restored unto righteousness, unto hope, unto dominion, unto authority, unto
power and unto the Lord.
We loose the fear of the Lord upon this great nation. Let the fear of the Lord
sweep through every state, city, providence, town, home, heart and mind. Let
the nation awaken unto the voice, commands, Word and Spirit of the Lord. Let
there be light in every heart and mind. Let darkness be eradicated by the Spirit
of our God.
We bind, rebuke, and forbid all unbiblical social justice, sustainable
development, microchip vaccines, forced vaccines, the taking of children from
their parents because they do not consent to Big Pharma/American Medical
Association harmful practices in opposition to God’s way of doing health
(Kingdom Health); and we bind, rebuke and forbid any and all witchcraft
control, manipulation and sorcery, including dark agendas surrounding climate
control by the cabal.
We cancel all curses spoken by any political leaders, media, and the military
industrial complex regarding the 2030 agenda and the lies of their reset agendas.
We retard the enemy’s reset.
We declare the continued exposure of governors, mayors, city council members,
zoning boards, and all in government and business who have been taking bribes
from the Chinese Communist Party, and all organizations, businesses and
associations directly/indirectly tied to the CCP. Exposure come forth. We forbid
these practices and we declare let judgment come against the perpetrators and
those taking the bribes. Let justice be served upon all guilty parties. And let
their assets be seized.
We declare no more face mask mandates. We forbid the forcing of citizens to
wear face masks. Let the people arise and refuse this unconstitutional mandate.
Let zeal for freedom and the burden of freedom arise within the hearts and
minds of Americans.
We declare no more smart meter mandates. We forbid the forcing of citizens to
take a smart meter on their property. Let the people arise and refuse this
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unconstitutional mandate. No more EMF’s (electro-magnetic frequencies) on our
properties.
We declare no more 5G. Let the truth regarding the harmful effects of 5G
continue to be exposed. Let those who have been censoring this truth receive
judgment and justice. Let their assets be seized. Let whistleblowers continue to
come forth.
Let all propagandist, censorship, Marxist media companies be seized. Let their
guilty employees receive judgment and be brought to justice.
Let new incorruptible social media platforms of influence come forth that are
user-friendly and technologically advanced and sound. Let state-of-the-art
media come forth to deliver the gospel of the Kingdom of God and let its
influence be ever expanding.
Let Trump TV be birthed into the world. God download visions and dreams to
the Trump family to carry good news into all the earth, uncorrupted by the
watered-down messages and politics so prevalent within the existing media
industry. An uncompromising network for the glory of God come forth in King
Yeshua’s name.
We declare that just like Esther, God has extended the scepter of righteousness to
His Ekklesia and we shall rule in the midst of our enemies.
We celebrate in the midst of turmoil, before God completes His great rescue of
America, we celebrate the assured Victory we have in Christ. Hallelujah!
Let all ties of communism operating within any and all providences in Canada
be uncovered, exposed, uprooted and decimated immediately. Let all deep state
government and business officials in Canada be exposed, uprooted, brought to
justice and receive judgment. Let their assets be seized.
Canada: We decree and declare you will be free from the grips of satan. You
shall fulfill your national God-given purpose.
We declare Justin Trudeau fired as PM of Canada. Receive judgment and justice
for your treason. Let his assets be seized.
Let the people of Canada receive salvation and deliverance. Let the gates of
Canada be opened and lifted so that the King of Glory can come in. Lord of
Glory, sweep through Canada. Awaken this nation from slumber, from the grips
of socialism. Remove the scales from the eyes and ears. Remove the stone from
the hearts. We declare numb hearts receive the sensation of Heaven’s embrace
upon and within each and every person. Let there be light. Love come to life
inside of Canada.
Let all ties of communism operating within any and all areas of Mexico be
uncovered, exposed, uprooted and decimated immediately. Let all deep state
government and business officials in Mexico be exposed, uprooted, brought to
justice and receive judgment. Let their assets be seized.
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We declare to Mexico: Mexico, you are not an illegitimate child. You are a
magnificent nation, that was created for the glory and purposes of God, full of
beauty, creativity, ingenuity, innovation, natural resources, great kindness and
love. Receive freedom from the shackles of mental oppression. We break the
power of slavery mentality off of Mexico now in the name of King Yeshua. We
declare that Mexico shall fulfill its destiny, to be a blessing to other nations. The
Lord declares over Mexico: Your proximity to the nations around you is not by
accident. You are not an illegitimate stepchild to America. You are a brilliant
nation for My glory. I blessed you in proximity to America so that you could
carry the weight of My glory into Central America and so you could sing My
praises unto all the nations of the earth. You are My beloved people. Shine
bright for your King.

•

Let Mexico come out of all idolatry and walk in the fullness of light. We bind,
rebuke and forbid the spirits of death and poverty from Mexico. Lord, loose
truth, light and life upon every person in Mexico.
Let those operating within Israel with a deep state agenda be immediately
uncovered, exposed, uprooted and brought to justice.
Let Operation Restoration continue to take root in Israel until all of Israel
personally knows King Yeshua as their Messiah.
All these decrees are made in the mighty name above all names… King Yeshua!

•
•
•
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